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About This Game

A multiplayer sci-fi arena shooter with a heavy emphasis on verticality, meant for playing with friends. It combines fast paced
quake-style action with unique and skill based weapons, resulting in a competitive and enjoyable experience. The shoulder

mounted movement grenade launcher allows the player to uniquely utilize their environment for both offense and defense by
propelling their character through the air off of walls and surfaces. The verticality of the level and gameplay design gives more

choice to the player as to how to use cover and the weaponry available to their advantage.

Assault Rifle: Your standard assault rifle. Fully automatic, reasonably accurate, and moderate damage. A rather versatile
weapon. Nothing too special.

TR9 Shotgun: A semi-automatic shotgun with a wide spread and high damage at close range. Obviously very inaccurate.

SMG: A small, fast firing, fully automatic submachine gun with relatively high spread and low damage. Meant for close range.

Plasma Crossbow: A crossbow that fires a plasma bolt, very high accuracy and damage at the cost of high recoil and low
projectile speed. Meant for medium to long range engagements.

DMR: A long range, accurate rifle that sacrifices damage for higher fire rate and projectile speed over the crossbow. Comes
equipped with a scope.

Plasma Rifle: One of the more unique weapons. As it is fired, its fire rate and accuracy increases in a somewhat minigun-like
fashion. It has no reload, but instead regenerates ammunition when not fired. Relatively low damage, but highly versatile and
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dangerous in the right hands.

Railgun: A pick-up, it has extremely high damage, accuracy, projectile speed, and recoil, but charges up before fired, forcing
the player to predict their enemy's movements. Comes with a scope.

Movement Grenade Launcher: A small, shoulder mounted grenade launcher that fires a movement grenade. It deals no
damage, but pushes objects away from it, including players. This allows the player to use it in clever ways, such as propelling

them accross the map quickly or pushing enemies away from them.
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Title: Potentia
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Influx Interactive
Publisher:
Influx Interactive
Release Date: 4 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: FX-6300 or i5-4440

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTS 450 or Radeon HD 6770

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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There were some strong points to this game, especially the art and music. However, its not enough to make a good game.

The biggest issue I had with this game was the writing. It was choppy and inconsistent, especially tonally. The protagonist was
very annoying, and his commentary on everything was pointless. The first portion of the game before any choices in particular
was very difficult to get through-it was way too long and boring. The story is weak, and I didn't care at all for any of the
characters.I was really determined to stick it out and get all endings, but it really wasn't worth it. This game's writing really
needed some major editing, all across.. I really don't understand how this has positive reviews, thank god it was cheap since the
whole game feels exactly that.
Scaling is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed UP. First scene in the boat, there's a guy in the ocean who is about 5x bigger than you
who is supposed to be a crewmate to rescue. Gunplay is a standard point and click affair where enemies beeline towards you,
ship combat seems shallow and it just made me start shooting their crew anyway after I hit them twice with my cannons?

The screenshots paint a picture in your mind of some amazing action packed adventure, but what you get feels like some assets
slapped together quickly to make a VR game.

And this is it in a "finished" state? Just don't buy it. Or at least, buy it when it's on sale if you really love to try out every
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game out there like myself.. amazing songs. Super comprehensive OST. just like
everything else about the game crazy high production quality.. Got for free. The game is as it says, shake your money. No story.
No levels. No bosses. No iteractions.

Just shake your money .

Not Good. Recommended to those who want to shake their money, by clicking.. I was super excited for Drawful 2, and it
delievered on its promises! This is the sequel to the original Drawful which was part of the first Jackbox Games collection. This
is a great standalone version that expands a bit on the original. They added some features that make it worth the price. For ten
bucks, this is a pretty good deal. I would recomend it to anyone that enjoys game night with friends and/or family, or likes to
twitch stream to a big audience.

The game is super simple and easy to pick up, and anyone can play since pretty much everyone has a device that can connect to
the internet. I love the new option to create your own 'episodes'. It turns it into a more personalized experience with inside jokes
and references maybe you and your friends would only understand. Makes for a really great time.

I love that you now have two colors to work with. You cant erase, which makes the game that much more rediculous. The
music, sounds, and voice acting is great. Pretty much everything is spot on. Big fan of the Jackbox games and this is a good one
to add to the collection.

TL;DR: It's drawful but better and more of it, it's worth the small price tag.
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It's good for what it is. Funny and entertaining for some time, but of course it can also get boring very fast. I think the big
challenge is, to handle the controls. They are very, very sensitive and tapping left or right for more than one milisecond while at
full speed will cause you to completly lose the control over your forklift.. Basically an 'old school' light-gun shooter in VR
The Story telling has a GunsOfJuarez - Gunslinger vibe to it

be aware, you will have to pull the Trigger a lot and fast
basically just try out the Demo before buying
and only get it on sale~. Combat has a steep learning curve. It's brutal and unforgiving, which fits the art style. It's also the most
realistic sword combat I have ever seen. You will get one/two shotted. But if you stick with it, there is nothing more satisfying
than decapitating a guard. You can also play more stealth or assemble an army to fight for you (Equip them!).

Safe points are well placed. Far enough away to keep the tension and be a beacon of relief, but not too far to be unfair and
frustrating.

There is also a lot of replay value between random dungeons, unlocks, achievements and the global leader-boards, which should
keep a dedicated fan-base trying for new records for years to come.. Drawful 2 is truly an innovative game, which is a great
game for parties and families. It can be as outrageous or tame as you like, and is a fantastic way to get to know and find out
more about your friends & family. Would definitely recommend!. I really liked Atlantis: Pearls of the Deep but this one is a
deception ! There is a lot less diversity in it. But it's still playable if you like the genre.... This game sucks. I have better plane
simulators I can play on my Windows Phone.. HQ game. that's not really good.. This is very reminiscent of BitBlaster XL, but I
still like it! :)
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